Global Dubai

Inclusive Value Chains and Supplier Diversity
Programmes Series of Webinars

ABOUT THE INCLUSIVE VALUE CHAINS & SUPPLIER DIVERSITY PROGRAMMES
Adopting sustainability practices not only improves the social and environmental performance of
suppliers, but it can also contribute to the competitive advantage of the whole supply chain, which, in
turn, reduces costs and increases market share.
The negative outcomes arising out of social or environmental issues are not only limited to the focal
firm that is directly involved, but extends to their first, second and lower tier suppliers.
A Supplier Diversity Programme (SDIP) is an approach that encourages the engagement of historically
underutilized business as minority-owned, women owned, veteran owned, LGBT-owned, and service
disabled veteran owned businesses. Supplier diversity programs (SDIP) recognize that sourcing
products and services from under-used suppliers helps to sustain and progressively transform a
company's supply chain.Within the procurement function, building a supplier diversity program
Theme
supports a range of potential social and financial benefits for well-informed businesses willing to
commit to inclusion, and equal opportunities through their supply chains.
Under the framework of the SheTrades Global Dubai, we would like to invite your company to
participate in a series of Webinars “Inclusive Value Chains and Supplier Diversity Programmes”.

OBJECTIVE
This series of webinars aims to sensitize and prepare the private sector partners and their employees
to create a framework that facilitates the adoption of inclusive business practices along the value
chains, and the creation of opportunities for women-owned businesses.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE
At the end of this programme, the participants will have:
Greater awareness of the power and the responsibility business community has in the
transformation of the current world situation into a more sustainable and prosper society.
Better understanding of the power and responsibilities of large corporations along their supply
chains (upstream and downstream)
Enhanced their understanding of Supplier Diversity Programmes
Enhanced their understanding of the ITC T4SD Sustainability Map
Foster partnerships with private sector member present at Expo 2020
Showcase how private sector can contribute to ESG and UN SDGs through the T4SD tools

TARGET AUDIENCE
Private sector, government officials, women entrepreneurs
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PROGRAMME AGENDA
Event

Date

T4SD Sustainability Map Panel
Supplier Diversity
Programmes (SDIP)

19 Oct

Link

9:30 - 10:30
CEST

10 Nov

14:00 - 15:00
CET

1 Dec

14:00 - 15:00
CET

Theme

Integrating and Acting Panel

Time

Link to register: https://event10x.com/event/theroad-to-shetrades-global and select the “Supplier
Diversity Programme”

PROGRAMME SPONSORS & PARTNERS
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Tuesday, 19 October 2021, 09:30 - 10:30 HR CEST
INCLUSIVE VALUE CHAINS AND SUPPLIER DIVERSITY PROGRAMMES
The opacity of global supply chains is becoming ever more criticized. The challenges to ensure good
working conditions including both social and environmental issues, involve all actors.
Consumers and brands are pressing for greater visibility and transparency in the supply chains, in the
business relationships at play and on working conditions and environmental impacts data.
The panel discussion will thus focus on the advantages of adopting sustainability practices to improve the
social and environmental performance of suppliers to generate a competitive advantage and leading to
better and fairer working conditions through the supply chain. It will be supported by the presentation of
the ITC T4SD Sustainability Map to showcase a partnership with the Initiative for Compliance and
Sustainability on how private sector partners can improve their traceability and transparency through this
tool. The event aims to sensitize and prepare the private sector partners and their employees to create a
framework that facilitates the adoption of inclusive business practices along the value chains leading to
better and fairer working conditions.

Potential Partners:

Initiative for Compliance and Sustainability, ITC Private Sector

Event Type:

Panel discussion

Expected Outcomes:

Present and highlight the T4SD Sustainability Map
Foster partnerships with private sector members present at Expo
2020
Showcase how private sector can contribute to ESG and UN SDGs
through the T4SD tools

Target Audience:

Government officials, women entrepreneurs, private sector

Contact Information:

This event is organized by ITC's T4SD, a partnership-based
programme which helps businesses, regardless of their position in
the value chain, chart their path to more sustainable trade by better
understanding the sustainability initiatives landscape and to connect
with business partners.
Please contact Gregory Sampson (sampson@intracen.org; cc.
shetradesglobal@intracen.org) for further information.
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Wednesday, 10 November 2021, 09:30 - 10:30 HR CEST
SUPPLIER DIVERSITY PROGRAMMES (SDIP) – WEBINAR
Supplier diversity is a business strategy that ensures procurement professionals source their goods and
services from a diverse range of suppliers; whether they’re minority or women owned businesses, not-forprofits or social enterprises that usually are historically underutilized businesses. In the meantime,
Supplier Development Programmes (SDP) are defined as any effort of a buying firm with its suppliers to
increase the performance or capabilities of the supplier with a view to meeting the buying firm’s supply
needs.
Purchasing power has a great influence to advance the environmental and social management of
suppliers. Through sustainable purchasing, buyers can develop suppliers to comply with sustainable and
inclusive standards. Procurement teams could, and should, give preferences to suppliers that are social
and environmental responsible.
This webinar aims to sensitize and prepare the private sector partners to create a framework that
facilitates the adoption of Supplier Diversity Programmes that ensure inclusive business practices in their
supply chains and the creation of additional opportunities for WOBs.

Event Type:
Expected Outcomes:

Technical Webinar
Improve participants understanding of Supplier Diversity
Programmes and the benefits for their companies
Recognized factors that trigger the adoption of SDIPs
Identify the challenges of implementing SDIPs and how to overcome
them

Target Audience:

Government officials, women entrepreneurs, private sector

Expected Participants:

In Dubai: 45 / Virtual: 1,500

Contact Information:

This event is organized by ITC's SheTrades as part of SheTrades
Global Dubai
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Wednesday, 1 December 2021, 09:30 - 10:30 HR CEST
INTEGRATING AND ACTING – PANEL DISCUSSION
After two events where participants have been learning from different angles, how their companies can
contribute to create socially and environmentally cleaner and more inclusive value chains, it is the time to
hear from some of them, what their large companies are doing on this matter.
In this panel, SheTrades partners will present their sustainability strategy, their join efforts with SheTrades
initiative, and the future actions they are planning, that contribute to have a more sustainable and inclusive
value chains, and the creation of additional opportunities for WOBs

Potential Partners:

SheTrades partners

Event Type:

Panel Discussion

Expected Outcomes:

Learn from SheTrades partners, mainly larger corporations about
their sustainability strategies and how they are supporting women
owned businesses along their own value chains,
Identify the potential synergies of jointly develop Supplier Diversity
Programmes (SDIP) and/or Supplier Diversity Programmes (SDIP) with
SheTrades / International Trade Centre,

Target Audience:

Government officials, women entrepreneurs, private sector

Contact Information:

This event is organized by ITC's SheTrades as part of SheTrades
Global Dubai
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